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Course Info
Level 1 in Creative Media (Film and TV Production)
Level

Mode of Study

Location

1

Full Time

Hinckley Campus

Introduction
The BTEC Level 1 Diploma in Creative Media Production course is an exciting introduction to subjects which
are readily used in todays world of media.

Study Outline
You will study a combination of: Graphic Design; Digital Photography; Animation; Moving Image Production,
Audio Design and an Introduction to Media Products/Audiences. The course will expose you to video editing,
digital image manipulation, sound production, filming processes, research skills and self-evaluation.

Entry Requirements
You will require four GCSEs between grades D and G or above. It is an advantage to have an interest in one or
more of the disciplines of media production: digital photography, graphic design, film & TV, e-media or games
development. You will be required to have an interview.

Equipment
You will need stationery (pads, pens, pencils etc.), a USB memory
stick and a diary. An external hard drive (formatted to Mac) is an
advantage but not essential.

Attendance
One year, full time.

Assessment
You will be assessed several times in each individual module over the period of the programme.

Progression
Upon successful completion of the programme, you will have an opportunity to enter our Level 2 Diploma
programmes or further
training.

Important details
North Warwickshire & Hinckley College has taken care to ensure the information on the website is as accurate as
possible at the time of publication. It is intended as a general guide to its courses and facilities and forms no part
of a contract. The College accepts no liability and reserves the right to make changes to course information or
withdraw without notice any of the programmes or facilities described. It is advisable to check your chosen course
information prior to enrolment.
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